Welcome,
We trust you will have a good stay here in our apartment. In this introduction you get additional
information.

Emergency number 112 for fire, doctor and police.
Doctor, During office hours
-

De la Reylaan 45 phone 0182 515 750 or
Stadhouderslaan 1a, phone 0182 517 081

Doctor, Outside office hours and first aid (Hospital)
-

HAP center, Bleulandweg 10, 2803 HH Gouda 0182 322 488

Supermarket, Albert Heijn, Markt 50 (200 meters left)
Weekly cheese market, Thursday for tourists
Weekly market, Saturday
Restaurants, opposite the street, binnen-buiten and many others. Better restaurants Unique and
Jean Marie.
Public transport. Trainstation, 10 minutes’ walk, direct connection to the Hague, Rotterdam, Utrecht
and Amsterdam. Tickets can be bought in the trainstation. You can also buy an “OV chipkaart”. This is
a debit card which can be used in any public transport. As a tourist you will purchase an anonymous
OV-chipkaart or a disposable OV-chipkaart. You will purchase either card at the counter for a public
transport company, the device at the station, at a newsagent or at a supermarket. Load card before
you travel. Before you can travel you need to load credit onto the card. You can do this at a counter
or device. The payment options differ at different devices. Be aware that not every device accepts
credit cards.
Tickets for public transport and admission to tourist attractions https://www.ns.nl/en
Free concerts at 100 meter distance Sunday afternoon at 14.00 hours see
https://www.houtmansplantsoenconcerten.nl/schedule/ (only in summer)
Best cakes in town 100 meter, Bakkerij van Dijk, Doelenstraat 22-32, they also have fresh bread.
Open from 8.00 not on Sunday, then you have to go to the supermarket Albert Heijn on Markt 50.
Bike rental 300 meter. 12,50 euro per day. Nieuwenhaven 147. Try a tandem if you are an
experienced cyclist or a bakfiets when you have small kids. E-bikes are easy to cycle. You can charged
them in the hall. https://www.fietsverhuurgouda.nl/verhuur/fietsen/
Bike tours, set your google navigator on cycling and hit the road for Schoonhoven, Oudewater or
Kinderdijk. Organized tours https://www.green-cow-bike-tours.nl/
Walking. A real pleasure are the hikes from the dutch railways. You walk from trainstation to
trainstation. I could not find the English site but you will understand (or we can help you) .
https://www.ns.nl/dagje-uit/wandelen#/

Cinema 800 meter, https://www.cinemagouda.nl/films/nu-te-zien. Not all films are english spoken so
check the site.
Renting a boat 3,5 km. You do not need a sailing licence. The lakes are nice. The rental is quite
popular so make a reservation in time. http://www.wapenvanreeuwijk.nl/varenopplassen/
Go for a run or walk (7 tot 20 km). Follow the Martensingel cross white bridge, turn right follow the
water, go under the railway track, turn right over the bridge, turn left and follow the water. Here you
will reach the lakes and you can make your trip as long as you want. On the way back, het Vaantje is
a nice place for a coffee. The Goudse Hout is a nice park which brings you closer to your apartment.
See for more details below.
WIFI
Accescode aaaaaaa7 (7 times an a and then a 7)
Sauna
200 meter away there is a small sauna. http://spagouda.nl/contact/

Parking
To unload your car you can put the car on the walkway before the door. Switch you alarm lights on
and make this time as short as possible. 5 Minutes is normally no problem, if you leave the car you
can get a ticket of 85 euro. Sorry for that.
After unloading you can use a small parking place 100 meters from our house. The place has a gate,
you can open the gate with the wireless key. Behind the gate there are more private parking places.
Please use the right one (Number 5) to prevent a lot of trouble.
After unloading, you drive 10 meters down the road, and turn left over the bridge, you continue to
drive in the small street perpendicular to the Westhaven.
After 40 meters there is the green gate at your right.
With the wireless key you can open the green gate. Enter
the gate and turn right. Get all passengers out the car and
drive backwards, and turn right in parking place number 5,
it is the most right one from a row of four places. There is
a shoulder on the street, mind your tyres. You can exit
easily on the right hand. (If your steering wheel is
mounted in the British way, you can better park your car
with the nose to the front to make sure the driver door is
always free.

Television
There are two devices, one TV and a receiver. The TV is only the display, you can activate it with the
black controller and the red power button. The source of the signal must be the HDMI one. Normally
that is the default. Switch on the receiver with the white remote controller. The led on the receiver
should turn green. After a few seconds you should see something on the screen. If not the TV is not
set on the right imput device which means you have to press sources on the black controller and
select HDMI 1.
Now you have something on the screen, you can select guide and find your channel. We have not all
channels but quite a lot (a few hundred).

Heating Cooling and Ventilation
The house has been build on a foundation from 1492 and has been renovated in 1753 and 2017. Now
it 100 % sustainable which means there is no gas consumption at all and all electric energy comes
from a wind plant on the North sea. The comfort level standard is one of the highest which has some
consequences. Ventilation is done mechanically. Fresh air is heated (in winter) and injected in the
two valves close to the window and redraw from the bathroom. In the attic the heat from the
redrawn air is harvested and put into the fresh air (winter). In summer the heat will not be harvested
and you get your fresh air directly. Normally there should be no need to open the window. This is
however possible but be aware of theft. You stay in a big city.
Heating is done with floor heating. It switches on, automatically based on outside temperature. On
very hot days the floor is also used for cooling. The apartment will not be cooled down to 20 degrees
if outside temperature is 40 but is will be a lot cooler than outside. You might feel a little cold in the
bathroom (floor is than 18 degrees).

Go for a walk
The one displayed here is 19,6 km. You can make the lap shorter by only running or walking around
one lake (6 km)

